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... is a unique collection of sunglasses for children.
 
Parents have a responsibility to protect their children’s eyes from 
the sun, but there is no need to compromise
on style or fit in order to do so.

exact replicas of some of oliver goldsmith’s most  
iconic styles have been sized down for the style savvy
adolescent; these classic styles are neither too gimmicky nor 
grown-up for a child. Featuring the brand new
Zeiss KidZ range of sun lenses, specifically created for young 
developing eyes, means parents no longer need
to choose.





BAlKo

collection: mini icons

mermaid Union Jack sailor girl

love heart

50 14–128

1967

Jelly Bean



cAsPer

collection: mini icons

Black Jade tango Fizz grape squash

the Pool

46 18–135

1971

Aqua Fresh



glYn

collection: mini icons

candy Floss Black Jade sailor BoyUnion Jack

very cherry

50 15–125 

1971

sherbert dip



lord

collection: mini icons

lemon squash Union Jack

slush Puppy

48 16 –125 

1961

strawberry split Fresh mint



mAnhAttAn

collection: mini icons

Aqua Fresh

Union Jack

50 18–125 

1960



moonshine

collection: mini icons

Bubble Bee

52 16 –125 

1969

Union Jack



soPhiA

collection: mini icons

Bumble Bee sailor Boy Union Jack

Aqua Fresh

46 17–125 

1967

Bubble gum Black Jade



vice consUl

collection: mini icons

Union Jack

Sailor Boy

48 15 –125 

1959

Fresh mint

sailor Boy





Oliver Goldsmith Sunglasses

Tel: +44(0)8450 533 440
Email: info@olivergoldsmith.com
www.olivergoldsmith.com

OG Mini Icons is a unique collection of sunglasses 
for children aged between 4 and 12.

Exact replicas of some of OG’s most iconic styles 
such as the Carl and Sophia but sized down for 
the style savvy adolescent, this has to be the 
coolest collection of children’s 
sunglasses out there.

A parent has an obvious duty to protect their 
children’s eyes, but there is no need to 
compromise on style, fit or protection.

In the creation of this beautiful colleciton OG 
have teamed with Carl Zeiss Lenses to ensure 
that OG minis are made to the same high
standards as our adult collection.

   PROTECT

       those LITTLE

          Peepers!
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